
Day 1: starting the visit the beautiful monuments of shiraz; pink mosque (Nasir-o-molk
mosque),Narenjestan garden, visiting traditional bazaar ,lunch in traditional Iranian restaurant
include alive music and tomb of hafez and mausoleum of shah cheragh night at hotel shiraz .

Day 2: start visit by perse police the most important tourists site in iran  and necro polis ,evening
getting back to hotel and checking out and going to air port of shiraz for departure iran.

Day3: take a road toward Yazd in the way visiting abarkhouh, wind tower aghazadeh, visiting wind
tower in city of abar koooh and and glacier which dated back to 19 century, ,evening in yazd,visiting
amir chakhmagh sq ,le gym traditional ,night at boutique hotel.

Day 4:walking in fahadan old region of yazd , principal mosque of yazd ,fire temple of zoroasterian
,silent tower night at hotel.

Day 5: take a road toward kerman,evening in kerman ,visiting fath abaad garden,night at hotel .

Day 6: visiting bazaar of kerman, principal mosque, tea house, hammam (bath house),night at hotel .

Day 7: check out take a roads toward shazdeh garden,mausoleh sheikh nemat alah ,during sunset
visiting desert and kalout night in desert town of shahdad .

Day8: check out toward Bandar abass ,visiting prsian gulf night at hotel

Day9: take a ship to qeshm Island, take room in hotel, visiting hara forest, chah kooh, work shop of
constricting ancient ship, night at hotel

Day 10: take a ship toward Hormoz Island, island with colorful land and sands, fortress of Portuguese

Evening get back to qeshm take flight to isfahan .night at hotel in Isfahan.

Day 11: visiting 40 colomn palace , visit cathedral Vank and visiting Armenian area , lunch in
traditional Armenian restaurant which serve local food of Isfahan_armenian , walking in Armenian
area  and visiting the gallery of handy crafts of producers   ,night at hotel in Isfahan.

Day12: :visiting Naghshe Jahan SQ one of the most famous  historical sites in Iran  imam
mosque,Sheikh lotfolah mosque, then visiting bazaar and introducing handy craft, Ali qapu palace,
visiting museum of music instrument and watching performance of musicians khjoo bridge check in
hotel diner night at hotel in Isfahan.

Day13: check out take a road toward abyaneh village registered in UNSCO,then ancient city of
kashan visiting tabatabai house ,agha bozorg mosque ,bazaar ,night in boutique hotel

Day 14: check out take road toward qom ,visit shirin religious in qom,arriving to Tehran visiting
azaadi tower , night at hotel.

Day 15:visiting national meusem,national door ,golestan palace ,bazaar ,night at hotel .

Day 16:visiting saad abaad palace ,tabiat bridge , darband ,tajrish bazaar ,night at hotel

Day 17:free day


